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e-Unit Councillors: A Human-Centric Design 
 

Executive Summary 

The aim of this article is to present a human-centric design journey, which led to a very 

interesting concept, that of having e-Unit councillors within the Canadian Armed Forces. 

Leveraging a narrative approach in order to journey through the human-centric designing 

exercise, this article focuses mainly on the methodology that led to this interesting insight 

before discussing the concept itself, which will certainly prove valuable and worthwhile. 

 

Design Methodology 

During a major two-week design exercise held at Canadian Forces College1 in June 2022, 

syndicate of students were asked to provide critical thinking on different policy questions. 

One question, originating from the Chief of Professional Conduct & Culture organisation 

or CPCC2, asked two syndicates, one from the full-time one-year residential program and 

one from the part-time two-year distance learning program, the same interesting question:  

 

Our Defence Team is consuming huge amounts of news and information, 

some of questionable quality/validity, on the internet and other news media 

in a way not experienced in the past era of Great power competition. As we 

face the return of such competition, does DND/CAF have a duty to provide 

greater situational awareness to team members in order to maintain the 

team’s focus and a culture of trust?  

 

To this initial question, the residential syndicate, under the lead of an apprentice design 

facilitator, which I supported as academic, went on a human-centric approach to design. 

Using the double-diamonds3 as overarching framework, the syndicate launched in their 

two-week exercise, not knowing where this unconventional journey would lead them to, 

but confident in their prior learning on their Joint Command and Staff Program (JCSP)4. 

 

Indeed, within the JCSP curriculum, three specialisation streams co-exist, which cater to 

different careers paths. The Advanced Joint Warfighting Studies (AJWS) stream studies 

warfighting and operational concepts for those students most likely to work as operations 

or planning staff at the operational and strategic level. The Defence and Security Studies 

(DSS) stream offers additional studies of geopolitical factors for those students most 

likely to work as staff supporting senior leaders who are working at the Political-Military 

interface, or who require assessments of regional defence and security issues. Finally, the 

Institutional Policy Studies (IPS) stream is a further examination of key institutional 

components, such as personnel management, resource management, capability 

development, project management, and CAF policies, for those students most 

likely to work as staff in various Level 1 organisations within the institution5. 

 
1 CFC : https://www.cfc.forces.gc.ca/263-eng.html  
2 CPCC : https://www.canada.ca/en/department-national-defence/corporate/organizational-structure/chief-

professional-conduct-culture.html  
3 Banathy, 1996 : Double-Diamond 
4 JCSP : https://www.cfc.forces.gc.ca/118/401/cfc300-44-eng.pdf  
5 CFC, 2022, p. 1-19/20 : https://www.cfc.forces.gc.ca/118/401/cfc300-44-eng.pdf  

https://www.cfc.forces.gc.ca/263-eng.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/department-national-defence/corporate/organizational-structure/chief-professional-conduct-culture.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/department-national-defence/corporate/organizational-structure/chief-professional-conduct-culture.html
https://www.cfc.forces.gc.ca/118/401/cfc300-44-eng.pdf
https://www.cfc.forces.gc.ca/118/401/cfc300-44-eng.pdf
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Figure 1 – Double-Diamond 

 
 

The syndicate started by analysing the question and had the chance to ask clarifications to 

the sponsor of the question following an hour briefing on intents and purposes originating 

from the Director General Culture Change or DGCC. The exchange enabled the syndicate 

to set the context of the question as well as to start determining some of its critical factors. 

It also allowed the syndicate to ask important questions as to start making better sense of it. 

Although the initial question was of interest to both syndicates, the residential and distance 

learning, which had both selected it, when I personally contacted CPCC herself to provide 

more clarity, she advised: “I don't know where this question comes from or the background 

behind it… So I am not in a position to shed light on the question”. This came as a surprise 

to me. I decided, after discussion with the syndicate’s directing staff, or DS, not to inform 

the syndicate that the question didn’t originate from CPCC but rather directly from DGCC.  

Even though this would not have changed the essence of the question and its intrinsic value 

the DS and I thought that it would have shaped the syndicate’s perception of its legitimacy. 

Indeed, one fundamental precept of human-centric design is the importance of empathising 

with the main stakeholder, i.e. the question’s sponsor as to better understand and appreciate 

the underlying intent and purpose, so to make better sense of it, and find satisfactory value. 

The syndicate nonetheless embarked on the human-centric design journey with conviction. 

 

Figure 2 – Questioning the question 
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Human Centrism 

One of the first steps, following the discussion and breaking down of the question, was to 

conduct a stakeholders’ analysis. Using Post-it® sticky notes of different colours, each of 

the eight syndicate team members brainstormed possible stakeholders. The syndicate then 

exchanged and built a consensus referring to the stakeholders’ Salience model (Mitchel et 

Al., 1997, p. 874), where stakeholders are characterised according to: Power, Legitimacy, 

and/or Urgency. Mitchel et Al., 1997, defined a typology composed of eight stakeholders: 

1. Dormant, 2. Discretionary, 3. Demanding, 4. Dominant, 5. Dangerous, 6. Dependant, 

7. Definitive, and 8. Non-stakeholder. Hence, stickies were placed on the salience model. 

 

Figure 3 – Salience model 

 
 

The apprentice facilitator then suggested that, instead of drawing influences directly on 

the wallpaper of the Salience model poster, that three colours would be used to denote 

either positive (green) influence, negative (red) influence, or neutral (yellow) influence. 

In lieu of coming up with a so-called “spaghetti diagram”, which can sometimes be quite 

complex to understand at first sight, the simplicity of these coloured Post-its® helped to 

provide a visually pleasant picture of the key role played by different stakeholders here. 
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The subsequent step consisted of completing a Stakeholder Identification Table from the 

Design Thinking Toolbox6. Published in 2020 by Wiley, this toolbox was a useful guide. 

Comprising nine columns, the Stakeholder Identification Table starts by identifying the 

stakeholder by its name, then determines its wants, its needs, its relationship to us, our 

concerns, its role in context, its surface motivation, its deeper motivation and finally, its 

world view. Similar to the Stakeholder Analysis Matrix used in project management, the 

perspective of using the Stakeholder Identification Table is much more human-centered. 

Indeed, the purpose of this human centric design was to better understand the needs of the 

people at the heart of the issue, while taking different perspectives through empathising.    

 

The syndicate considered numerous stakeholders. For the purpose of scoping their efforts, 

they limited themselves to analysing fourteen that they considered played important roles, 

listed here in no particular order: NATO & Allies, Adversarial state actors, Non-state 

adversarial actors, Canadian population, Prime-Minister’s Office (PMO), Canadian 

Defence Academy (CDA) & Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) Training institutions, 

Families, Chief Professional Conduct and Culture (CPCC), CAF Level 1 Capability 

Owners, Institutional support, Traditional medias, Non-traditional media, CAF members, 

and Disgruntled CAF members. This provided a large spectrum of stakeholders, which 

were susceptible of influencing the power, legitimacy and urgency relating to the issue. 

 

Figure 4 – Stakeholder Identification Table 

 

 
6 Lewrick et Al., 2020 
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So following the completion of the Stakeholder Identification Table presented above, the 

syndicate then selected seven major stakeholders based on their mapping on the Salience 

model. Indeed, they selected all the definitive stakeholders, as well as a few dominant and 

dangerous ones. In four teams of two, they each empathised with selected stakeholders by 

referring to the Empathy Map7; its goal is to gain a deeper understanding of a stakeholder. 

The selected stakeholders were: CAF member, Senior non-commissioned members (NCM) 

and officers, CAF Level 1 – Environmental Chiefs of Staff (ECS: Army, Navy, Air Force), 

Disgruntled CAF member & family, Adversarial state actors, Professional media, & PMO. 

A particular emphasis was placed in carefully understanding the disgruntled CAF member. 

 
7 http://gamestorming.com/empathy-map/  

http://gamestorming.com/empathy-map/
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Figure 5 – Empathy Map Example 

 

The insights gained by navigating through these empathy maps did provide much deeper 

understanding of the chosen stakeholders. Since all products were always briefed back to 

the syndicate as a whole, it yielded a collective understanding that however remained tacit. 

Indeed, in my discussion with the apprentice facilitator, he conveyed that he believed very 

consciously that the sharing of knowledge from these tools and products would shape the 

understanding of the question and its challenges, and further implicitly shape the solutions. 

Furthermore, despite the great work done by the syndicate members, the products were not 

being explicitly leveraged, integrated, and synthesised, leaving some with the impressions 

of not having a meaningful impact on next steps and on the overall outcome of the journey. 

 

Discovery Journey 

Having engaged with the main stakeholder, broken-down the question, and embarked on a 

human-centric design approach leveraging the double-diamond as overarching framework, 

the residential syndicate started uncovering, if not rediscovering, important critical factors. 

Using yet another tool from the Design Thinking Toolbox, the Critical Items Diagram, the 

syndicate divided in two groups and tackled this difficult question. Part of the challenge of 

this step, laid in the fact key assumptions had not been previously explicited or challenged.  

Indeed, it is important to challenge fundamentally our underlying assumptions by explicitly 

stating them first, and by questioning, as a collective, their validity and value to the group. 

This step had not been completed up until this point and the syndicate was unravelling in 

the face of the next step. Faced with a “how might we” question, each subgroup struggled 

to wrestle this challenging and defining point in the discovery that they had made thus far. 

The absence of clear synthesises of the previous steps made it that much harder to address.  
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To this point, they had been opening up possibilities for understanding the question posed 

to them by DGCC. They had been expanding analysis, products and ideas through various 

tools as presented, but they had not worked through a synthesis of each of their prior steps. 

This situation actually made it harder for the syndicate to come up with a synthetic answer 

to the challenging “how might we” question. After about an hour of working in subgroups 

the syndicate came back together to present to each other the outcome of further analyses. 

It appeared at first that the two groups had taken a divergent approach, one focusing on the 

CAF members point of view and the other focusing on the contested informational domain. 

The challenge of gaining a consensus among the syndicate proved difficult in a certain way 

since two perspectives were adopted, which however turned out to be very complementary.  

 

This step in the discovery journey thus consisted for the first time, in an effort to synthesise 

the key themes from two seemingly divergent perspectives. Interestingly this proved a very 

worthwhile effort since the journey had to move into a renewed definition of the challenge. 

It turned out that key themes were extracted from both perspectives and clustered together. 

The syndicate thereby generated a lot of brain heat, and mental health breaks were needed 

in order to regenerate fresher looks at the question. So the discovery journey ended with a 

unified and renewed question: How might we (CPCC) remove the barriers to unfiltered 

discourse amongst Defence Team members and CAF families, so that CAF members’  

sense of belonging is satisfied, taking into account the contested information domain? 

 

Figure 6 – Critical Items Diagram 
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Developing a Solution 

Einstein is believed to have said that: If he had only an hour to save the world, he would 

spend fifty-five minutes defining the problem, and only five minutes finding the solution. 

In fact, the saying goes more something like: If I had only one hour to solve a problem, I 

would spend up to two-thirds of that hour in attempting to define what the problem is8… 

Indeed, for the main stakeholder, in this case CPCC/DGCC as a two-star general officer, 

a practical solution to real-life problem was required that can yield new innovative ideas. 

Framing the problem thus indeed turned to be about two-thirds of the syndicate’s efforts, 

while the remaining third was assigned to developing a solution and to delivering a brief.   

 

As explained before, the apprentice facilitator assumed, in his own design approach, that 

there was no requirement to explicit most of the assumptions nor to synthesise as he went 

on his human-centric design journey with the syndicate. This made it all harder to come 

up with an executive level solution to the initial problem, which had since been reframed.  

A brainstorming exercise yielded interesting constructive thoughts and pragmatic avenues 

for a solution that, after initial consideration, and discussion, turned into a “silver bullet”. 

The key idea was of having civilian advisors, akin to ship’s councillors on Star Trek9, to 

support unit level commanders, from ships, to battalions (or regiments), to air squadrons.  

 

Figure 7 – Ship’s Councillor Deanna Troi from Star Trek 

 
 

8 https://quoteinvestigator.com/2014/05/22/solve/  
9 https://www.startrek.com/sites/default/files/styles/content_full/public/images/2020-

11/troi_s7.jpg?itok=RPqZ90Bu  

https://quoteinvestigator.com/2014/05/22/solve/
https://www.startrek.com/sites/default/files/styles/content_full/public/images/2020-11/troi_s7.jpg?itok=RPqZ90Bu
https://www.startrek.com/sites/default/files/styles/content_full/public/images/2020-11/troi_s7.jpg?itok=RPqZ90Bu
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However, I explained to the syndicate that a more systemic approach was perhaps better 

to designing an integrated solution as a system, leveraging many key ideas that had come. 

Indeed, beyond the proverbial silver bullet of creating e-Unit councillors within the CAF, 

other interesting thoughts had been discovered through the problem understanding space. 

These could be integrated directly or in periphery to the main idea, which I had suggested 

would constitute a systemic solution space of sort. In fact, I even went as far as saying the 

solution should strive to create its own constructive and pragmatic dynamic, i.e. Synergy. 

From then onward, the syndicate started expanding and developing the solution in-line 

with their double-diamond overarching framework, while two team members started in 

parallel working on the briefing material. It was further suggested it should be a narrative. 

 

One approach that proved useful in generating fresh ideas and getting to the root causes, 

was The Five Why. According to the US Army TRADOC (2018) Red Team Handbook: 

“This tool is a question-asking technique developed by Toyota executive Taiichi Ohno to 

explore the cause-and-effect relationships underlying a particular problem10. The Five 

Why technique is often used as part of the Lean Six Sigma process11”. As for Lean Six 

Sigma methodology: “It provides a powerful framework for continuous improvement and 

overall organizational culture change. Implementing Lean Six Sigma ensures a long-term 

change in the company’s culture, a culture of operational excellence12”. Lean Six Sigma 

uses a data-driven methodology for improving processes, the Define, Measure, Analyse, 

Improve, Control framework that remains in essence very linear as well as quantitative. 

Nonetheless, within the human-centric design thinking journey, the Five Why proved 

interesting in getting to a root cause analysis of the qualitative factors influencing trust. 

The key factors that thus emerged were the concepts that there exists a messaging void, 

the need for a sense of belonging, and education to address internal culture issues namely.  

 

Figure 8 – The Five Why 

 

 
10 Taiichi Ohno, 2006: “Ask ‘Why’ Five Times About Every Matter”: http://www.toyota-

global.com/company/toyota_traditions/quality/mar_apr_2006.html   
11 US Army TRADOC, 2018, p. 81  
12 https://leansixsigmacanada.com/  

http://www.toyota-global.com/company/toyota_traditions/quality/mar_apr_2006.html
http://www.toyota-global.com/company/toyota_traditions/quality/mar_apr_2006.html
https://leansixsigmacanada.com/
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As such, a system started to emerge as a solution following a creative exercise where the 

syndicate members were all asked to draw there first artistic impressions of key themes. It 

appeared that people were obviously a central element both in terms of CAF members for 

some, Commanding Officers, or COs, for others. Another central theme was information, 

in the guise of wave lengths, lightning bolts, communication exchanges, medias, and TV. 

Other important, but less central elements of the eight different individual drawings were 

the gender neutral, color representation of defence team members as a whole, including: 

handicapped members, as well as the very explicit inherent organisational structures that 

were depicted by organisation charts, hierarchies and pyramids with the CO at the top or 

center, clearly showing a keen interest from JCSP students in the syndicate for this job... 

Additionally, the variations of the drawings were interesting in that each brought crucial 

perspectives and new elements to this whole picture: A Canadian Flag, the Parliament, 

and Canadians were amongst key stakeholder representations, as well as the notions of 

time, balance, equity and diversity. All these elements were captured. For myself, I drew 

a brain with a CAF member at the center depicting the centrality of people to the mission.  

 

Figure 9 – Depiction of a brain with a CAF member at the center 

 
        

Thereafter, the syndicate split into four teams, working on practical products to convey 

their key message: One team focused on a two-pager narrative; one team focused on the 

script; one team focused on the drawing; one team focused on the brief and PowerPoint. 

Indeed, it was collectively decided early on that in order to best convey the key message, 

a narrative form would be used, starting with a two-pager prereading paper, and followed 

by ten minutes emotion appealing but scripted briefing, supported by a single PowerPoint 

slide. The planned question period was to be of fifteen minutes, directly with the sponsor 

of the original question and challenge, in this case, the Director General Culture Change. 

The briefing was identified as critical step, while preparing for questions was overlooked.    
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Story Writing 

Two days in advance of the planned brief, the sponsors had requested a read-in package. 

As mentioned previously, the syndicate had agreed as suggested to present a narrative, to 

write a story to explain first their journey and then to describe the situation as they saw it. 

Two students were assigned to this portion of the deliverable, and they each wrote a part. 

After writing initial portions, they requested that other students read and give feedback on 

their story, which turned out to be a great way to secure buy-in, while also wordsmithing 

the story. The first portion was originally too analytic while the second was too dramatic. 

Both needed to be integrated, and following revisions, both students integrated their own 

portions into a single Word® document that was subsequently shared through Office 365. 

Thus, other students had a hand in forging a more fluid, and also more nuanced narrative, 

which turned out, according to an email sent by the sponsor to be: “An interesting piece”. 

Brief Scripting 

During the last week of the design exercise, the syndicate knew what they wanted to get 

across as main point and their complementary points: That unit councillors were needed 

to enable a sense of belonging, foster trust, and channel communications; that a Canadian 

Armed Forces member representative was required in each line unit to give them agency; 

and that a media network was needed, to fill message void proactively and constructively.  

The student who volunteered to give the final briefing, took a long time to script his brief, 

actually almost three days while discussing points as he went along working on the script. 

Because of the lack of synthesis as the syndicate went along producing detailed products, 

many of the former discussions resurfaced between the student briefer and the apprentice 

facilitator namely that took a lot of allocated time. As academic supporting the syndicate, 

I interjected some thoughts on what had been previously discussed as well as I referred to 

the other syndicate teams members, who were mostly busy with their own part of the end 

product, as to bring a collective perspective to the script writer. Nonetheless, the scripter 

turned a little inwards and wrote the script over two nights, however, coming back to the 

syndicate in the mornings with new edited versions, that were then critically challenged. 

It turned out that the script, after many adjustments through the sharing of the document 

live with the syndicate members on Office 365, reflected much better the design journey, 

however, it would have been much better to secure buy-in along the process of scripting.  

    

Rich Drawing 

In the meantime, one student had also volunteered to draw their rich picture. Leveraging 

earlier individual drawings of each syndicate member that had been captured synthetically, 

this student drafted a concept drawing first, then sought buy-in from all her teammates. In 

stark contrast with the script writer’s approach, once she had secured everybody’s else’s 

buy-in, she started drawing elements, and as she went, showed her visible progress to all. 

As she evolved the drawing, from general concepts to detailed drawings, the syndicate also 

discussed metaphors, such as that of the balance of trust, the firefighter and three monkeys. 

As she kept on drawing in the middle of the room for all to see, she was building collective 

images, tapping into the syndicate’s imagination, rather than simply drawing a rich picture. 

In the end, the final drawing, although a drawing by hand that was scanned and postered, 

yielded implicit and explicit buy-in from the syndicate, as opposed to the scripter’s work. 
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Figure 10 – The syndicate’s rich drawing 

 
 

Concluding Synthesis 

In final analysis, there were weak points and strong points to the apprentice facilitator’s 

approach. Firstly, the syndicate did not formally challenge their underlying assumptions, 

thereby implicitly accepting for example that it is the “Defence Team that has a duty to 

provide greater situational awareness”. Another key assumption that went unchallenged 

was that situational awareness would lead to “team focus and a culture of trust”, notions 

which the syndicate turned on its head. In fact, although this assumption was not directly 

challenged at the outset, it appeared obviously later it needed to be revised and adapted. 

Therefore, it is quintessential that assumptions be challenged explicitly and at the outset. 

Another critique is that despite great analysis work conducted by the syndicate, that the 

synthesis was missing along the way. Indeed, the apprentice facilitator did a great job of 

leveraging different models and having the syndicate conduct deep dive into stakeholder 

analysis for example, but the products were not synthesised before moving on to the next. 

This led to challenges further downstream, when the time came to write the narrative, or 

the script and to do the drawing, because concepts and constructs had to be revisited. If 

they had been synthesised along the way, example: when using Zaidi’s13 worldbuilding 

model, key insights could have been more easily generated based on these original ideas. 

As you can see in figure 10, the lack of synthesis appears evident; it is an important step. 

 
13 Zaidi, 2017, p. 44 
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Figure 11 – Zaidi’s Worldbuilding Model used

  
A final critique in line with the lack of synthesis is the poor integration between the tools. 

After completing each step, the advanced facilitator would have leveraged the prior steps 

to build a bridge and highlight insights from one to the other, in an iterative development 

scheme. However, because of the lack of integration between their different tools, which 

ended up being used in isolated fashion, building ideas was harder to explicit at the end. 

For example, if the synthesis had been done following Zaidis’s Worldbuilding Model, the 

insights thereby generated could have been brought into the next analysis step and so on. 

This would have helped to provide a holistic and integrated picture of the entire process, 

which would have also helped syndicate members to visualise their overall contribution. 

This lack of integration made it that much harder to bring it all together towards the brief. 

 

There were however three strong points to the apprentice facilitators approach, namely, 

his method to design madness, the syndicate’s collaborative trust, and their relationships. 

In fact, beyond providing structuring to the syndicate’s work, which certainly contributed 

overall to the quality of products delivered, in terms of the story, the script, and drawing, 

and despite a lack of synthesis and of integration throughout, it was the human-centered 
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collaborative trust between the syndicate members, and their close-knit relationships that 

made it work. For example, they discussed extensively in syndicate, with the apprentice 

facilitator and myself involved as their academic, the different keywords they would use. 

They discussed extensively, sometimes passionately, the concepts and their presentation. 

But most of all, they always did so in respectful, friendly, and collaborative environment. 

 

This is the hallmark of the Canadian Armed Forces can-do attitude, which rests on inter-

personal relationships, reverence, and respect to each other. Although I was assigned as 

their academic, sometimes instructing and sometimes facilitating, I managed to become a 

part of the in-group. I was asked, by the apprentice facilitator, to act as red team member, 

which nonetheless maintained my external member status, but I was an informed observer. 

I was privy to their human-centric design journey, which interestingly recommended that 

unit councillors be implemented across the Canadian Armed Forces, from the Navy to the 

Army, the Air Force and even the Special Forces, and all the other joint multidomain units.  

 

In conclusion, building on this human-centric journey, design lessons have been learned. 

I propose herein a new design journey, based on the human-centric and systemic designs, 

which leverages the strength of the two approaches, to counter some of their weaknesses. 

The essence is to empathise deeply with your main stakeholder, to break-down questions, 

to challenge your underlying assumptions, also to determine the group’s own approach 

collectively, to conduct the creative thinking analysis, to agree on a comprehensive plan, 

to synthesise, and to communicate persuasively your vision through the narrative form. 

These are not steps in a linear walk in the park, but rather things that should be done in a 

proposed circular design journey, which builds on constructive, yet pragmatic, elements: 

• Engage with the main stakeholder – Empathise well 

• Discuss the question and reframe context – Break it 

• Question your underlying assumptions – State them 

• Determine group method and/or approach – System   

• Conduct analysis and discover thoughts – Creativity  

• Agree on ways, means, and ends – Comprehensively  

• Synthesise challenges and opportunities – Executive  

• Communicate persuasively your vision – Narrative 

 

Unit Councillors 

Having gone through the design methodology employed by one residential syndicate of 

the Institutional Policy Studies (IPS) stream, I now turn to discuss their value proposition. 

Indeed, one of the key recurring ideas that stood out from the rest was that of creating the 

new unit councillors in the Canadian Armed Forces, which would support the commander 

in terms of managing human resources, but also in numerous other critical functions, such 

as acting as a sounding board and more neutral representative for all the unit members. It 

was also discussed that this councillor, much like Deanna Troi’s role as ship councillor in 

some Star Trek series, could also act as social worker or even as a coach, advising the CO 

on the feedback received outside the official chain of command, complementing the roles 

played by the senior serving non-commissioned member (NCM) such as sergeant-majors.  
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For some, mostly seniors who have been serving in the system, this may well seem like a 

false good idea… For syndicate members however, upcoming colonels and generals, this 

crucial idea represented not only consensus, but seemed the preferred way to redress trust 

issues. Through this human-centric design journey, I learned that it has become critical in 

the CAF to the point where senior officers, at the ranks of major and lieutenant-colonel, if 

not themselves a little cynical with the institution, lack trust in its ability to fundamentally 

change, and as such, are willing to distribute leadership, and give some future command 

consideration to such ideas that would have seemed like science fiction not too long ago. 

Moreover, since institutional programs are being pushed down the chain of command, it 

is easier to spend money on civilian positions, than to obtain a military position actually.  

As much as there are institutional programs pushed down to unit commanding officers or 

COs without adequate resourcing, the unit councillors could also represent the institution. 

Furthermore, because openness to society is now a requirement to better service Canada, 

upcoming colonels and generals are now more then ever clear-eyed, and open to change. 

 

The JCSP program, through its design exercise and journey, may have opened minds.  

It follows that creating unit councillors maybe the first icebreaker in a larger incoming 

sea of change, where for example, the military is entrusted to use violence on behalf of 

Canadians only in last extreme resort, and that for everything else, civil society can help. 

One of the assumptions the syndicate did not challenge however is that all is not better in 

the civilian sector, and that in its execution, this idea may well fall victim to CAF culture.  

Like cave people pushing and pulling the best loaded cart with a square wheel, members 

of the Canadian Armed Forces have a can-do attitude that will get them farther than most. 

Nonetheless, CAF members could still benefit from a little reconstitution break to change 

the wheels on the cart for the latest round ones, which in the long run would be effective.  

 

Figure 12 – The square wheel cart 
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Without critical but constructive thinking skills required of future commanders, and also 

leaders at all levels, including the non-commissioned members (NCM) and junior ranks, 

the CAF’s best plan is unlikely to survive contact within its own society. Think example 

of recruiting: A plan dating back to 2005, when I was then working in Director General 

Strategic Planning, was to take the CAF to 75 000 regular force members and to 30 000 

reserve force members, projections that were never met and are exacerbated by COVID. 

Recruiting future CAF members takes as long if not longer today, a reality complicated 

by the lack of personnel. The CAF conversely is unable to spend all the capital allocated, 

so then, why not outsource to a marketing company and to an HR hiring one these tasks?  

 

You see, there are no perfect solutions, and in the current CAF situational context, socio-

culture, organisational structure, systemic process, strategy policy and synergy dynamic, 

there are vicious cycles, wickedness, complexity, and chaos everywhere. To reverse this 

downward trend, we need to break the cycle, and spin-off small positive win-wins for all. 

I argued in my book entitled Synergy14 that essentially, we must leverage comprehensive 

approach in the CAF situational context, socio-culture, organisational structure, systemic 

process, strategy policy and synergy dynamic, as to foster more constructive pragmatism. 

My idea remains that creating small-scalable constructive clusters of synergies is the way.    

Indeed, Niccolò Machiavelli believed policies are not measured by virtues, but by results. 

So currently the result is the inability of the entire CAF to fundamentally manage change.  

 

As the leading organisation entrusted with the legitimate use of violence in the last resort, 

its inability to proactively address changes, and its poor responsiveness to numerous rich 

external reporting on the institution, is clearly a breach of the civilian to military trust. It 

behooves members of the DND/CAF institution to change and adapt. Unit councillors are 

thereby only the very tip of the iceberg to come, where civilianisation of the military will 

want to take over an inept institution for fear of loosing control of Canada’s Armed Forces. 

Afterall, the fundamental challenge is that Canadians still believe they live in a "fireproof 

house, far from inflammable materials" (Dandurand, 1924) and our alliance with the US 

means we further believe that to be true. Thus, we need to educate Canadians on national 

security & global defence, so Canadians come to realize "geopolitics is interested in them 

too"!!! Henceforth, the Canadian Armed Forces must become once again a national leader. 

A human-centric design journey may well be one out-of-the-box approach to this change. 

   

Author Biography  

Eric Dion, CD, MBA, PhD is CEO of an executive consulting firm, contracted professor, 
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14 Dion, 2017, Synergy : www.synergybook.ca  

http://www.ericdion.ca/
http://www.synergybook.ca/
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Design Annex 

This annex first presents the syndicate’s problem space, followed by the solution space, 

according to the Double-Diamond overarching framework for this human-centric design 

journey. Various tools were used as pictured, but they lacked synthesis and integration. 

Some pictures were also inserted to reflect on a collective brainstorming of key themes.  

These products were created collectively by the syndicate over two weeks using Miro®.  

 

Problem Space 

 
 

Solution Space  

 
 

 


